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New Engine Announcement!

Larry Vance wishes his friends and acquaintances
to know he has completed his 2 1⁄2 inch scale model of the
locomotive Breckenridge. The original engine was built by the
Mason Machine Works of Taunton, MA in 1879-1880. The
original engine was delivered to the Denver, South Park and
Pacific Railroad in Colorado in the spring of 1880. It was part
of an order for Mason Bogies that totaled 23 locomotives. Only
the Boston, Revere Beach and Lynn narrow gauge in Boston
had more Bogies; 31 engines operated over the years
1873-1928.
The model was completed in early October after a
14 year gestation. It is being bench tested on air at this time.
The engine operates correctly in both forward and reverse.
This indicates the initial valve settings are close to correct. The
Eames vacuum brake system operates on air, applying the
brakes. (The Eames system was the brake system supplied
with the Mason Bogies). Although it only pulls 10 inches of Hg
on air it should do better on steam. All significant air leaks
have been corrected. A few seepage leaks will have to be
tolerated. The steam pressure gauge has been checked
against a test gauge. Both safety valves are in place and
working. A few statistics: The model is eight feet long and
weighs an estimated 1200 pounds (wet). The engine is built to
IBLS standards for 7 1/4 inch gauge. The steel boiler was built
to the ASME boiler code by Steam Age USA in Texas (my
welding is not up to pressure vessel standards). I machined
and fabricated all of the other parts of this locomotive including
slightly over 250 castings. The castings were supplied by Ulin
Locomotive Works of Broomfield Colorado. The cylinders are
2 1⁄4 inch in diameter driving 8 inch diameter wheels. The
center drivers are blind. The pilot truck is equalized with the
drivers. This is a scale model of the 2-6-6 Mason Bogie. The
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model was built using a set of drawings of all major parts
recon-structed by Art Wallace of Aurora, Colorado. He
reconstructed the drawings from about 150 original Mason
subassembly drawings which exist in two locals, Boston area
museums and by examination of the one remaining Mason
Bogie, the Torch Lake, at Henry Ford’s Deerfield Village.
Art recently (2004) published his book “Mason Steam
Locomotives” for those interested in this subject.
Rich Ulin supplies as-built drawings with his castings.
I consider this a “Museum Quality” model. That is, it
is near enough to scale so that the average museum visitor
would not notice any deviations from the original. I have made
some deviations from fine scale in the interest of live steam
operation and ease of construction. For instance, the main
driver bearings are sealed ball bearings. These minimize
maintenance and cannot be seen. As another example, I did
not attempt to put in every rivet as used in the original, in the
model, using only sufficient rivets to make it appear realistic.
One objective of mine in building this model was to have all
of the cab controls located in the same positions as on the
original and to operate in the same manner. I believe I have
succeeded in this. The two lifting injectors are located in the
cab at the sides of the firebox. (A backup manual pump is in
the tender). The blower valve is located just behind the stack
and is operated from the cab by a lever which rotates the
fireman’s side hand rail, rotating the valve handle through a
linkage near the valve. Controls for the dampers and blow
down cocks are located on the cab deck. The manual cylinder
drain cocks are operated from the cab with the same linkage
design used on the original. The throttle and reverse levers, of
course, are mounted as on the original.

I have attempted to paint this engine in its original
colors. No historian, to date, has found a contemporary
reference which states what colors were used. A Colorado
newspaper reporter wrote, when the Breckenridge was
delivered, that it was “colorful”; not particularly helpful. Many
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of you have seen the excellent black and white builder’s
photo of this engine as it has been reproduced in many books.
Based on secondary and circumstantial evidence I have
painted and decorated the model with my best estimate of its
original colors. How I came to these conclusions is too lengthy
and detailed a discussion for this note. You may have a feeling
this color scheme looks familiar. It has been a common decoration scheme for commercial vehicles in the Boston area for
years. The best current examples are the trucks of Casey and
Hayes Movers which are often seen in Boston.
I will complete the testing of the model this winter.
I will move it outside and fire it up on coal (weather permitting). This will allow testing of the injectors, manual pump and
setting of the safety valves. Any tightening of the piston rod
and valve stem packing glands will be accomplished under
steam. In the early Spring I expect to have the model on the
Waushakum track for testing its tracking through switches and
curves. I am looking forward to a good year of running. See
you there. Happy steaming!
Yes, for those of you with sharp eyes I have yet to
paint the domes. This will be done this winter after testing
is complete.

from the Editor....

Joe H. Ng

Happy New Year to all!
Late fall, after the blow down meet is a great time to
run. I was one of the last to use the highline in November with
my leaf blower in hand to clear the track. The leaf blower
proved to be a very handy device providing a "jet assist"
surprise (this is not recommended) during the uphill portions of
stop and go running on the first lap. After the highline was
cleared, it was a peaceful run that allowed me to make a mental
list of winter "to do" items on the engine to get ready for spring.
Maintenance is the key to enjoying our railroading hobby for the
years to come. Some priority items for WLS members’ New
Year's resolution should be: facility maintenance, participation,
safety and TEAM BUILDING. Members need to come forward
to make an active contribution of time or materials. Members
may also contribute locomotive parts to help get the numerous
club engines operational. We should look forward to well
attended work days and safe running this coming season.
While on-line, I came across an interesting club
tidbit from a RC plane club. Read below to see if this could
sound like us, or how we could get help or give help to
make improvements.

21 Ways To Kill A (R/C Model) Club
by Joe Di Palma (Meroke Radio Control Club)
1. Don’t attend meetings, but if you do, arrive late.
2. Be sure to leave before the meeting is over and make sure
everyone hears you leave.
3. Sit in the back so you can talk with other members during
the meeting.
4. Never have anything to say at meetings; wait until you get
outside, then always be negative.
5. After meetings, find fault with club officers and fellow
members.
6. Hold back your annual dues as long as possible, or better
yet, don’t pay at all.
7. Never accept an office or serve on a committee. It is much
easier to criticize than to do.
8. When everything else fails, abuse the club’s officers.
9. Don’t bother enlisting new members; let the others do it all.
10. At meetings, agree to everything, then go home and do
nothing.
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11. Don’t tell the club how its policy can help you, but if it doesn’t
help you, tell everyone else it’s useless.
12. Do nothing more than what’s necessary, but when other
members roll up their sleeves and willingly use their ability to
help matters along, complain that the club is being run by a
clique or dictator.
13. Talk cooperation but never cooperate.
14. Get all that the club has to give but give nothing in return.
15. Threaten to leave the club if something isn’t the way you
want it.
16. If you’re asked to help, always say you don’t have time.
17. Never read any mailings or seek information.
You might find out what’s going on.
18. If appointed to a position, never devote any time to it.
Let someone else do it all.
19. Overlook your own shortcomings and concentrate on
what they are not doing.
20. Repeat all the unpleasant things about your club to
anyone who will listen.
21. Always criticize club officers whenever the opportunity arises.
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Club Meeting Highlights
October Meeting
Marc Arsenault gave a maintenance report on recent
activities. Both container roofs have been coated with sealer,
trees cut and stumps have been removed as necessary. The
stonewall has been relocated, more ballast is being added to
the groundline as needed. A new blower motor has been
installed in the comfort couch to greatly aid in removal of
waste fumes. Bob Fogerty and Roger Austin have installed 2
storm doors in the Hilton. A remaining fire hose was installed
near the container area, thus completing the fire fighting hose
installations. The repair to the highline due to the fallen oak
tree just prior to the Neighborhood Meet needs to be eventually done over using more permanent materials. Jim O’Brien did
the bulk of the work to get the highline ready for the Neighborhood Meet. Don Cornell and Dave Remington finished up the
morning before the meet. Tony Raiano installed the new tires
on the backhoe. Marc Arsenault will remove the bulldozer
starter motor and have a repair estimate performed. New, and
rebuilt starters are available off the shelf at a cost of $350600.00. Our portable generator is also in need of work. Marc
thinks it’s a circuit board and will report back in the next
meeting. Don Cornell says the backhoe needs a good looking
over. The club has not done maintenance on the unit since
we purchased it about 10 years ago. It has given us great
service. Currently, it is leaking oil and hydraulic fluid. Marc is
continuing to gather scrap steel at the track and is finding that
the old scrap price of $200/ton is no longer current. A 1,750
lb. load only got the club less than $20.00. Seems the world
wide demand for steel is easing up. This could be good for
the live steamer that likes to scrounge for materials. Marc
also cleared out the fuel storage locker. Many old containers
were thrown out and only fresh fuel containers are stored.
There is also a container for waste oil that we are collecting to
be used as startup fuel for the planned New Year’s bonfire.
Ian Fisher has volunteered to install the container overhead
door during his spare time. The contractor that was supposed
to do the work was not able to perform the job. The Neighborhood Meet did not have successful attendance and will not be
rescheduled due to numerous conflicts with a heavy Fall
schedule of steam events going on. Hotdogs and burgers will
be served at the upcoming Blowdown meet. Next month’s
meeting will be at the Masonic Hall and will continue there till
April, 2009. Joe Cardelle will be organizing obtaining surplus
coal next year when it becomes available in Connecticut.
Dave Remington reported on leaf blowers. The conclusion
was to buy a Stihl hand held because the club’s backpack unit
was repaired. Bob Newcombe will be in charge of producing
and installing groundline switches. Bob gathered all the necessary materials from members formerly in charge of the task.
Don Cornell motioned to purchase more ballast. This is a very
good time to receive a shipment because the lot can handle a
heavy load. If we delay this purchase, it will not be till very
late spring till the ground is hard enough to receive the shipment. Members wanted to make sure the correct color and
size of stone was ordered. It seems that it will just take too
long for the lighter color stone to darken within our lifetime.
After the Blowdown meet on Oct. 19, the tents and awnings
will come down. After Halloween the water lines will be closed
for the winter. The Coke machine will be operational till mid
November. Those wishing to run should use the hose from
the shed. Joe Ng and Jim Abrams brought up discussion on a
sponsor's responsibilities to new members that they sponsor.
The club has also enlisted the aid of an attorney to help
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clarify by-laws and to familiarize themselves with our
operations for future questions and concerns.
The NMRA (National Model Railroad Association) has
requested to come to WLS for a visit on Thursday, 7/9/2009.
This is not a regular run day and may also be in conflict with
many members planning to be at Montreal for their 75th
Annual Meet weekend. In the past, the NMRA member
participation at scheduled events with WLS was not high. We
respectfully declined the request. A day care center requested
a field trip to WLS during a weekday for 20 small children.
Being on a weekday may not have many members available
to run engines. We also respectfully declined this request.
Members were urged to use the dues coupon printed
in the October Journal to submit payments and renewal
information. It is reported that Chuck Abraham is in Bora Bora
and just soaking up the sun with wife Nancy.

November Meeting
Our first meeting of the winter season at the Masonic
hall in Holliston had an unexpectedly lower than usual turnout,
but more than enough for a quorum. Assistant Superintendent
of Works, Marc Arsenault gave a maintenance report outlining
the winterizing of the club facility. The tents and awnings were
taken down, water was drained from all lines, general site
clean up done before the snow and the new yard next to the
engine house was prepped for the sidings for spring installation. Again, it was reminded that the water is turned off and
those wanting to run should use the hose from the entry shed,
following proper startup and shut down. The entry shed is
heated, so be sure to close the door and lock the door when
leaving. Tony Raiano performed maintenance work on the
bulldozer's starter and got the unit operating. Dave
Remington tells us that the club's older leaf blower is operational and the ordered ballast has been delivered. Jed Weare
purchased a new compressor shut off switch and will be
replacing the old one soon. We are all buttoned up for winter.
Marc Arsenault informed the group that there will be a presentation in the next month or two concerning some ideas on a
maintenance shed and station. These are plans that are put
together by the Wednesday work group that meets regularly
throughout the year to handle the numerous maintenance
projects. Advice was given to WLS by our attorneys to return
money to a certain member that had made the request in the
past. This decision was arrived at to be in compliance with tax
reporting regulations. The club will always welcome donations, but WLS will pay closer attention to restrictions accompanying the donations. A refund request is a very rare
instance with WLS. Russ Steeves, one of the ‘Members of the
Year’, has graciously donated the Tutweiler print he won at the
drawing for WLS. The print will hang in the Hilton. There was
also lengthy discussion concerning private padlocks placed on
doors that may require membership access. A lock was cut off
the white container due to misdirected communications by a
club member. Next month in the Dec. meeting, we'll have
officer nominations for the 2009 year. Also, next month’s
meeting will have detailed discussion on proposed updates to
our by-laws. Dan Connor from Boxboro has become our
latest full member. He was sponsored by our President and
has attended some meets and Sunday run days. He's looking
forward to starting out on the groundline.

December Meeting
Cold raw rain kept the attendance low. President
O’Brien was out of town visiting member Harold Crouch of
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LILS and NJLS. VP Don Ritchie is out sick and we hope
to see him back at the club soon. Treasurer Jim Abrams
presided over the meeting. There was no Superintendent of
Works report this month due to winter shutdown. Your Editor
can assure all members that the club parking lot is very muddy
and not to venture out there, even if you are equipped with 4
wheel drive. After hearing the Secretary’s and Treasurer’s
report, we quickly moved onto old business. A $5,000.00
donation was returned to Charlie Reynolds at his formal
request. Although he had only expected a portion of the
money in this rare request, a full return will simplify necessary
tax reporting for all. In addition, another non-club lock was
placed on the white container by Charlie Reynolds after the
first one was cut off. Officers, Howard Gorin, Chris Colby
along with Charlie will have keys if any members require
access to the white container. Hopefully, this security measure will eliminate the alleged disappearance of some gasoline
from the white container. There was a brief discussion regarding non-club locks on the club premises and the ownership or
donation of the white container. Moving on to new business,
Jim Abrams briefly read a list of club events for 2009. This will
be posted in the Journal. Jay Berry was not present at the
meeting due to poor weather, but did make a request for the
club to purchase four - 3/4” scale car trucks for club riding cars
for the highline. Treasurer Abrams wants a list of proposed
equipment to be purchased and the club will take action on it
at the next meeting. In addition, Jim urged all members to get
their dues and engine house rental payments in soon. Joe Ng
read a headline from a recent Boston Globe article about cities
and towns trying to get non-profits to help ease municipalities’
tax burdens. This topic had quite a bit of discussion.
Nominations for club officers are now open until the
January business meeting. A member being nominated has
to be present to accept or decline the nomination. Usually the
slate of incumbents are nominated, but since 2 out of the 4
were not present, that nomination acceptance will be postponed till January. Joe Ng was nominated for VP, and he has
accepted. We are ready for the New Year’s Day meet. Coffee
and pastries will be served in the Hilton. If the weather permits, engines could be running. We have plenty of brush for
the traditional bonfire. Some items of interests that were
brought in for show and tell was a full color hard cover book
about WLS produced by Jim Abrams. The reproduction
quality is superb and Jim has high hopes to use this for fund
raising in the future. Bill Gagne showed a highly detailed
rubber mold of a decorative cherub relief from his miniature
merry-go-round business. Joe Cardelle showed iron castings
of a Commonwealth 6 wheel tender side frame he acquired. It
was decided to adjourn the business meeting early and to take
a short break for coffee before a presentation by Marc
Arsenault and Bob Dilisle on a proposed Maintenance building
and Station. Details of the 30-minute presentation will be
printed in the Journal and posted on our new website for all
members to review. Discussion on the topic will continue in
the January meeting. Membership input is very important
regarding this.

A proposed Maintenance Building and
Groundline Station
A formal presentation was given for a proposed
maintenance building and a scaled down passenger station
for the groundline by Marc Arsenault and Bob Delisle during
the December business meeting. Bob and Marc are part
of a group of WLS members that get together on most
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Wednesdays to perform the major club maintenance and
in-house building projects for WLS that keeps us all on track.
The well thought out presentation was made with the
help of a wide screen projector with many computer generated
slides, diagrams and architectural renderings of the proposed
project. The business meeting took a short coffee recess
before Bob and Marc’s 30 minute presentation that detailed the
thought process, final renderings and costs. Initial estimates
are $58K for the two structures involving an outside contractor
and WLS labor. Since this is a very important presentation
and a major financial undertaking, President Jim O'Brien would
like all of the members to be informed about this in the January
Journal so that we can have continued discussion in the
January Business meeting.
The following submission gives us more detail on
the project.

Maintenance Building and Rail Station
Details by Bob Delisle
At the regular December meeting, the Wednesday
Maintenance Crew presented a proposal to construct a
Maintenance Facility and a Rail Station. The club expects
to ask the membership for a vote on this proposal at the
January meeting.
The Wednesday Crew started thinking about their
future activities when they realized that all ongoing club
construction projects are essentially finished. The work to
re-side and paint the Hilton is done, the Comfort Station is in
operation, the deck is finished on Page Station and the site
work is completed for the sidings on the west side of the
Engine House. Thus began ‘lunch hour’ discussions which
eventually took on a life of their own and resulted in
this proposal.
The proposal includes separate structures for the
Maintenance House and Station. The larger of the two structures, the Maintenance House, is located over the existing
concrete pad by the containers. By keeping this structure
away from trackside, the scale of the railroad is not dwarfed
by the size of the building and cost is reduced by making use
of the existing concrete pad. The building will, however, have
track access so that engines and railcars can be brought into
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the building for repairs.
The Station is a smaller structure, more appropriate
to the scale of the railroad. Since the proposed Station is
much smaller, it is within the ability of club personnel to
construct the building which results in significant labor
cost savings.
The proposed Maintenance Facility evolved into
a contractor-built masonry structure with both the existing
containers situated behind the building. Although a wooden
structure was considered, it was rejected because the close
proximity of the containers behind the building would prevent
the sun from drying the rear wall of the building.

The proposed building provides over 700 square
feet of floor space. Cracked Block construction results in an
attractive structure which hides the containers and requires
very low upkeep. The main entrance is in the front (east side)
of the building through a standard steel entry door. The south
side of the building has an overhead door with the existing
track siding extended up to the building. The north side of the
building has a full size overhead door to allow machinery,
material and vehicles to move in and out of the building.
Natural light is provided into the building by two front windows
and five windows on the rear wall above the containers.
The proposed Station is patterned after the
Greenfield, Ohio rail station from the early 1900’s. That
station had a number of architectural features that have been
captured in the proposed design. These features include a
trackside building projection with a dormer structure above,
a steep roof angle with a large overhang, with supports
consisting of triangular brackets and gable end supports
and a Wainscot on the building exterior.
The wood construction Station provides over 250
square feet of floor area. It has a trackside entrance, a
double door entrance on the side from the passenger platform
and a rear entrance from the parking area. Ample natural
interior lighting is provided by numerous windows. Clapboard
siding with Wainscot below completes the look from the
prototype station.
On the east side of the station is a passenger waiting
area that is physically located where the existing tents are
near the Compressor House. The waiting area covers the
same area as the present day tents. The deck in the Waiting
Area and front of the station is concrete, colored and stamped
to resemble brick paving.
The complete December Meeting presentation which
provides more detail about, and views of, both structures can
be found on the new Waushakum website at
www.waushakumlivesteamers.org .
Come to the January meeting to participate
in the election of officers and and to vote on this
construction proposal.
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2009 New Year’s Day Meet
WLS brought in the New Year with its Annual New
Year’s Day meet. The day started out extremely cold at 8
degrees F, after a storm the day before that dropped 6-10” of
snow in the region. Our president Jim was the first member
to arrive with his van parked out on Arthur Street. There were
car tracks in the fresh snow from Bill Gagne who ventured
bravely in with his 2 wheel drive car. Within minutes, Steve
Gallagher arrived with his snowplow to clear the driveway and
parts of our parking lot that was firm enough to hold the weight
of vehicles. By mid morning there were more than 35 vehicles
crowded in less than a fifth of our normal parking lot. Over
100 people attended our New Year’s Day meet. John Kelly
attempted to run his switcher on the highline. There was only
light fluffy snow covering parts of the highline. After a water
valve was unfrozen and the compressor started, he found that
the air lines were frozen and the highline attempt was given
up. On the groundline,
Bill Gagne’s persistence with the help of
Jay Berry got his gasoline switcher to start
up. After clearing the
outer loop by running
in reverse with shovel
in hand, rides were
given to those that
came out from the
relative comfort of the Hilton.
The main activities were in the Hilton because
there was a surprise birthday party for President Jim O’Brien,
organized by Pam O’Brien. Pam provided delicious hot home
made soup, sandwiches, and of course birthday cake, Many
birthday wishes to our dedicated WLS president. There was a
huge pile of brush set in place for a bonfire, but not many
wanted to venture outside to start it up. It was a great start to
a new year at WLS, and everybody had a great time!150 peo-


For Sale - 7.25” Locomotive & 2 Cars
NYC Pacific Locomotive
with Tender/Riding car
1 Gondola & 1 Caboose.
Owner/Builder Harold Crouch,
Asking price $15000.00 or bo.
Pickup only—Rochester NY.
For more information call
John Schmitt, Wk.: 585-581-1880, Hm.: 585-663-1918 or
Jon Leiby, Hm.: 508-540-3276
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Berkshire Flyer

by Pat Fahey
On May 17, 2008, the Mass Bay RRE ran another
sold out trip on the Housatonic Railroad using the Berkshire
Scenic Railway Museum railroad equipment. This would be the
first trip over the Berkshire Line of the former NYNH&H since
Nov 9, 1985, when the Mass Bay ran a special trip using
BSRM equipment. The trip was from Lee, Mass to Pittsfield,
Mass and Canaan, Ct, on what was then Boston & Maine
track. Beyond Canaan, the trip ended at Cornwall Bridge,Ct.,
the limit of track at that time. Today’s trip would not cover as
much track. We would begin at Lenox, Mass at the former
NH railroad station off of Willow Creek Rd, near Housatonic St.
This is the headquarters of the Berkshire Scenic Railway
Museum and their gift shop. Riding on today’s trip would be
Arthur Butler and his friend Herbert Blodgett, and myself. The
only ones from WLS, were Arthur and myself. Today’s trip
would not cover as much track, as the Nov.,9th trip. For many
of the passengers, this was the first time riding the line. At
about 10:00 AM, the Mass Bay starting boarding for the 10:30
AM departure. Our motive power for the train were SW-8 #
8619, built by EMD for the New York Central RR in 2/53,
owned by BSRM. Next would be RS3m # 9935 built by ALCO
for the Delaware Lackawanna & Western in 4/51 as their #910,
and as a RS-3. This engine was rebuilt by Conrail in 3/79,
having the original diesel engine replaced with an engine from
EMD, a scrapped E-8, and was reclassified as a RS3m, and
owned by the HRRC, on loan to BSRM. Our train would have
7 coaches that came from DL&W RR. These are all that were
in service on the BSRM. We left the Lenox station at 10:35
AM, and headed north to Pittsfield,Mass. The train was set up
with the BSRM #8619 pulling the train to Pittsfield, with the
RS-3m #9935 on the rear of the train. This setup is done
because of no siding to run around the train in Pittsfield. Once
we got to Pittsfield, you could see the mainline of CSX, which
is where the Housatonic RR interchanges it’s freight traffic.
The CSX line is the former Boston & Albany RR. At this point
we waited so that the crew could change ends. This means
they get the RS-3m ready for the trip back to Lenox after a
brake test. This was also where the Mass Bay started to hand
out lunches for those who purchased it along with their train
ticket. Once the brake test was done, we headed southbound
to Lenox for a convenience stop for the passengers. On
board, we had limited restroom facilities on the train. We were
stopped for about a half an hour. While this was going on, the
locomotive that was on the north, ran around the train, and
coupled up to the HRRC RS-3m for it’s trip south. Once everyone was back on board we headed south for Canaan, Ct.
We went through the towns of Lee and Stockbridge. At

Station at Canaan,CT, east side

photos by Pat Fahey

Berkshire Flyer at Lenox, MA

photos by Pat Fahey

Stockbridge the regular tourist train ends its trip and heads
back to Lenox. But since we were a special, we continued
south, going through Glendale, Rising and Great Barrington.
We had a photo stop at Sheffield,Mass at Egremont Rd.
where fans could get off for photos, taking about 20 minutes.
Once this was done and we were back on board, heading for
the MA/CT state line and then on to Canaan, CT. Upon arrival
in Canaan, we were let off the train for another photo stop.
The Mass Bay did a second run by past the station for those
who were riding.
The Station in Canaan is now in great shape since
the fire of October, 2001, when two teenagers playing with
matches set the building on fire and destroyed the East wing
and tower. Today the building is going through a rebuild of the
north wing, the part that got saved from the fire in 2001. The
restoration of the station is almost completed.
At Canaan once stood a Diamond. This is where the
NY NH & H crossed the Central New England RR. The NH
brought the CNE in 1927. Today’s trip had about 450 Fans on
board. We had a few riders coming as far away as Texas, and
California. After we got back to Lenox, a few more pictures
were taken. Once we got out of the parking lot, we wanted to
go somewhere to have supper. We ended up at the Steaming
Tender Restaurant, in Palmer, MA for a delicious meal!

New WLS website
Father Jay, our resident webmaster, has announced a
complete rebuild of the WLS website. It has a new look and
our own domain name supplied to us by Jim Gordon, Check it
out! The website construction is on-going, so check in often to
see the progress. Our Journal is posted in full color! Father
Jay would like members to send him photos of themselves with
their engines to be posted on the webpage’s club gallery.
webmaster@SteamingPriest.com

http://www.waushakumlivesteamers.org/
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Blowdown Meet
Fall is here and the day started out very cool in the
mid 50’s. When the sun came out to warm us up, steam ruled
the day again. We had 8 highline engines and 5 groundline
engines. At the peak time of the meet during late morning, we
had over 50 autos in our parking lot. It’s estimated there were
over 150 guess attending the meet. It was a very good turnout
for a small, end of the season meet. Although this was a
ceremonial facility shut down, the water would not be drained
till right after the Presidential Election in November. Quite a
few members will continue to run till the snow flies, which was
the old saying from the Norfork St. days. Many of the engineers took the opportunity at this meet to bring their engines
home or prepare them for wintering over in the engine house.
Some of the steel boilers were filled with RV anti-freeze.
Copper boilers just needed a very thorough hot blowdown. All
engines require their fittings and fixtures to have water blown
out completely. Valves are kept open and steam pumps and
pressure gauges removed. These are just some of the preparations that steamers go through. There were no gasoline or
electric equipment engineers available at this time to ask about
the winterizing of their engines. It’s always very exciting when
a new engine is shown and run at the track. This time, Howard
Bailey showed his nicely made 2” scale Case traction engine.
Howard built the engine over 20 years ago working on it during
his spare time. The castings are from Cole’s Power Models
when they were still located in Ventura, California. During the
first steam up at the track, Howard noticed that his horizontally
mounted check valves and injector overflow valve were not
seating and he was loosing too much water. Your Editor suggested that the engine be tilled up at and angle to help seat the
ball. In addition, some compressed air was shot into the boiler
fill opening to seat the balls nicely. He has a copper boiler and
it proved to steam up very quickly. The engine ran smoothly
and rolled out very vigorously when put into forward gear. The
coupled water pump did a great job keeping the water level up.
It was a real crowd pleaser, and a pleasure to see a new
steamer at the track. It was a great day of running and a great
day to meet up with other engineers. Kent Larson served up
the burgers and dogs to members and there were a few show
and tell construction items during the meet (see members’ projects on page 8). It was a good time for all. con’t. on p 11

Jay Berry is behind the cloud of steam and smoke as he makes
a run through the station area.

Chris Colby with a full load as Gerry Barton eagerly looks on.

Dues time is here!
Please fill out the coupon and submit with your
payment to our Treasurer. Be sure to check the box for
receiving your future Journal by email. And, as usual,
contributions are always welcomed!
cut here

2009 Waushakum Live Steamers Annual Payment Coupon
Name

Annual
Dues

Street
Engine House
Rental
City, State, Zip
Contribution
Email
Telephone (Land line and Cell)

In the future, please send newsletter by email

Full $100.00

Affiliate 15.00

Life

Junior 15.00

Associate 50.00

Honorary

Engine House Rental 50.00

Please make check payable to:
Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
Dues are due in January, 2008
Total
Enclosed
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Club and Member projects
1.

2.

2.

3.

5.
4.
1. Charlie Reynolds shows off newly installed garage doors at one of the containers
with on-lookers watching. Door installation was done by WLS member Ian Fisher.
2. Ed Delaney has been working on a 1.5” scale steam roller for a number of years.
The plans are from a Live Steam magazine installment articles from the mid 80’s.
The 2 cylinder engines is mostly fabricated from bar stock, except for the cylinder
castings, which are Stuart Turner 10V castings. Also shown here is his nicely riveted
water tank and a copy of the plans.
3. John Thackeray proudly posing with his 1.5” Pacific cab.
6.

4. Ed Delaney continues to work on his 3/4" Kozo Pennsy switcher showing us
steady progress. Here are the steel side frames in-progress, machined out of 1/4"
cold roll steel. In addition is a large bearing housing block ready to be bored.
5. Bill Gagne’s rubber mold for casting polyester resin Cherubs.
6. Dario Caiazzi’s Green engine. His build time was a little over a year. Lots of
the fittings were off the shelf and it’s fascinating to watch it running. Plans are now
available on the net. For more info, go to: http://www.greensteamengine.com/

7.

7. Don Richie showed his CNC milled side frame in 1/4" cold roll steel for a Coventry
0-6-0 switcher. It was cut using a 1/8" carbide endmill in 2 passes without coolant.

cut here

Dues payment, Engine House rental and WLS member information coupon
is on the reverse side. Please mail back with payment (if applicable) by
January 2009 to:

Waushakum Live Steamers, Inc.
P.O. Box 6034
Holliston, MA 01746
Attn: WLS Treasurer
You can also give this to the Treasurer by the January Business Meeting.
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A Weekend Up Country By Paolo Roffo
The weekend of September 20-21, 2008, marked
the annual Railfan’s Weekend on the Conway Scenic
Railroad, as well as Steam Weekend at Clark’s Trading Post.
Charlie Reynolds and I, left early Saturday morning and
headed for New Hampshire for a full weekend of steam
(and diesel). The annual weekend generally features
some rare mileage, and anything that can run, does run.

When we got to Clark’s, we found the Heisler and
Climax sitting in the station with the usual consist of tourist
cars and Russ Page in the cab. Russ invited us to the cab for
a ride out to the end of the line; we then spent the rest of the
afternoon watching the engines and the bear shows. Aside
from the Climax and Heisler, 0-4-0T #1 and 2-4-2T #5 were
also active, as was a steam roller. The Lombard was on
display but not under steam. Everything finally wound down
about 5:00, so Charlie and I loaded up and headed for home.

When we arrived in North Conway under sunny
skies, 0-6-0 #7470 was out of the roundhouse already, with
the crew going about their morning chores. Across town on
the old MEC, diesels with the Notch Train were preparing for
a special trip down the remains on the Mountain Sub. Alco
diesel #1055 pulled a special mixed train to Bartlett. Charlie
and I split up so that we could each ride and chase as
we wanted.
Throughout the afternoon, the regular trips to Bartlett
and Conway operated behind #7470 and B&M engine #4266.
#1055 brought the mixed train back to North Conway, and
later took a sunset trip to Bartlett and back. EMD diesel #573
took a special trip to Sawyer’s River, which then changed
ends and headed down the remains on the Mountain Sub.
After the Notch Train returned, things quieted down for the
night as #7470 was put away for awhile. After dark, a special
night photo session was held in which powerful Lumedyne
flash units were used to illuminate locomotives posed on
the turntable.

The regular Bartlett and Conway runs continued
on Sunday. Charlie and I rode to Conway behind #7470 to
Conway and back, then left for Clark’s, but not before chasing
the photo freight to Conway with diesel #573. I later heard
that CSRR’s recently-acquired Budd RDC made some short
runs on Sunday afternoon.

#7470 at North Conway station

all photos on this page by Paolo Roffo

P&W Fall Circle Tour By Paolo Roffo
On October 18, the Mass Bay Railroad Enthusiasts
operated its second annual Fall Circle Tour on the Providence
& Worcester Railroad. Charlie Reynolds and I rode, and
caught up with fellow WLS member Pat Fahey while we were
waiting to board. Kent Larson was also aboard, in his usual
capacity as an MBRRE car host. The train consisted of three
P&W diesels, the head-end power car converted from a
diesel, and six passenger cars. Despite some delays in
boarding, we departed the P&W’s Worcester headquarters
on time at 9am and headed south towards New London.
After creeping out of Worcester, we picked up speed
and took advantage of P&W’s good track for 65 miles or so
until we reached Red Top, just north of the submarine base on
the banks of the Thames River. Here we would hold the day’s
first photo run by. After doing the run by and re-loading the
train, we continued south through the naval base, where the
USS Nautilus and several fast-attack submarines could be
seen tied to the piers. Continuing past the base, we reached
the junction with Amtrak’s Shore Line. Here we were delayed,
because the Amtrak run that we were to follow was late
getting out of New London and we had to wait for him to clear.
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Once on Amtrak’s high-speed track, the ride got
smoother, but not too much faster after all, we had freight
units up front, not Amtrak’s newest and best! The line hugs
the coast of Long Island Sound through this part of southeast
Connecticut, resulting in very nice views of the ocean. While
we rolled east along the coast, I snuck back to get a glimpse
of the good life that Kent was enjoying back in the round-end
observation car on the end of the train. Despite the good
track, we only got up to 50mph or so for the trip to Pawtucket,
where we once again picked up P&W rails. We proceeded
north through Lincoln, Woonsocket, Blackstone, and Uxbridge,
until we arrived at Millbury, where we would do the day’s
second and last photo run by. After completion of the run by,
everyone got back on the train and we returned to Worcester
almost an hour ahead of schedule.

Engine Talk by Jim Stuart
In 1962, I was trainmaster, on nights, for the New
York Central Railroad at Englewood Yard, on the south side of
Chicago. One evening as I approached the yard office, I was
stopped by a railroad policeman that I did not know. He asked
for my identification, so I showed him my pass. I thought it
was strange, for I thought I knew all the cops. I proceeded to
the office , and was informed that the little 4-4-0 No. 999 was
in the yard, and the police were to make sure neither her bell
or whistle might be stolen, for she was to be sent to the
Science Museum in Chicago.
My nightly routine was to start at the 18th and 12th
street yards, making sure cars would be delivered to LaSalle
Street station in time for the outbound trains. I thought to
myself I can see the old engine later on. Returning to
Englewood, I was soon occupied with making arrangements
for LS-1. This was a westbound hotshot, a solid train for the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy line that we had to deliver to
the CB&Q on arrival at Englewood. The Superintendent told
me we should be able to get the train in and out in ten
minutes. He, like some other supers were often day dreamers. It was necessary to remove the road engines, couple on
two or more yard engines and caboose, get an air test and go.
He often told me how he would come out and show me how to
do it in less than ten minutes, but he never did.
After LS-1, there would generally be another eastbound freight or two, then it would be time to fill out the report,
and think about going home.
Soon, the day trainmaster named Vic Wayne
walked in and I talked with him for a few minutes, bid him

No. 999 on display at Science Museum in Chicago.
photo from Google Images
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good day, and headed for the door. He told me I was not
going anywhere. Look out the door. I saw cameramen and
newsmen out there. Vic told me I was the only person in the
yard that knew about the engine, so it was up to me to tell the
story, so I got my mugg on TV. I thought it was very strange
that there was no one from the Super’s office, for they
certainly knew the No. 999 was there. After that, I said I was
going home, but no, the engine had to be delivered to the
Illinois Central interchange at Grand Crossing, and I was
suppose to ride out. We coupled a yard engine and caboose
to the engine, and we were ready to go. I asked where the
railroad police were, and nobody knew. I could not see that
taking that old engine out there in the wilds of South Chicago
without someone looking after it. I called the Illinois Central
yardmaster, and told him we would be delivering the engine to
the interchange, and he was about to call to get the engine,
take her to the shops, take the rods out of the tender, put
them on, and generally clean it up, and deliver it to the
museum, where she is today.
The No. 999 was built in the Schenectady
Locomotive Works in 1893. In 1895, with her 86” drivers, she
was clocked at 112.5 miles an hour on a slight downgrade,
near Batavia, NY. Later on, with smaller drivers, she was
placed in regular service.
I got to ride in the engineer’s seat, and ring the bell
all the way to Grand Crossing.

Some safety notes...
Our members are reminded that they are responsible
for informing their guests of our rules and guidelines while on
our club property. Our members need to set examples for the
new members and guests. This is particularly important with
general housekeeping in the Hilton, Tower, Engine house,
stations or on club property. Please pick up your litter,
especially empty soda and beer cans/bottles, pizza boxes,
paper plates, etc. We should pick these things up even if they
are not ours if we happen to see them. If the trash bucket is
full, you might want to pitch in and empty it in the dumpster.
And, once again, be sure to lock up when you leave. It is a
good idea to give the place a last walk through if you are the
last one to leave the property.
The fire fighting hoses are a great addition to the club
as an added safety measure. Live steamers will probably find
them very useful in the event of low water levels in the tender
when out on the mainline. Please remember to coil the hose
very neatly after your emergency use. Properly coiled hoses
will allow them to be quickly uncoiled for use during a real
fire emergency.

Neat hose.
Ready for an emergency!

Tangled hose. NOT Ready
for an emergency!
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Howard Bailey’s Two Inch Scale
Case Traction engine

Builder, son and grandson getting ready to steam up as Les
and Norm (on left) from NEMES look on. photo by Joe Ng
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Calendar of Events
Jan. 8, 2009
January Club Meeting
Jan. 24-25 2009
Big E Railroad Hobby show
Feb. 12, 2009
February Club Meeting
Feb. 21, 2009
NEMES Annual show
Mar. 12, 2009
March Club Meeting
Apr. 9, 2009
April Club Meeting
May
14, 2009
May Club Meeting
May 17, 2009
George Dimond Spring Steam-up Meet
(No food, soda only)
June 11, 2009
June Club Meeting
June
21, 2009
8th Annual Van Brocklin Meet
(Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
July 9, 2009
July Club Meeting
7th Annual Antique Car/Motor Cycle Club Meet July 19, 2009
(Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
Aug. 13, 2009
August Club Meeting
Aug. 27, 2009
WLS Annual Dinner (6pm)
Aug. 28, 29, 30, 2009
WLS 39th Annual Meet
(Full cook tent, Sat. night dinner)
Sept. 10, 2009
September Club Meeting
Sept. 27, 2009
8th Annual Neighborhood Appreciation Day
(Invitation Only, Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
Oct. 8, 2009
October Club Meeting
Oct. 18, 2009
Harvey Fisher Fall Blow-down Meet
(No food, soda only)
November Club Meeting
December Club Meeting

Nov. 12, 2009
Dec. 10, 2009

Note:
May - Oct. meeting held at Hobo Hilton, at the track.
Nov. - Apr. Club meeting held at the Masonic Hall.
She is making lots of steam! Howard Bailey is in the center,
flanked by fellow live steamers offering support and advice.



photo by Joe Ng



The Journal wants your article for
the April 2009 Newsletter!

The engine ran as smooth as a clock. The maiden run lasted
more than 20 minutes without problems. photo by Joe Ng

Send in your pictures, news, engine construction
articles, and show & meet reviews!
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Howard Bailey’s 2” scale Case traction engine on its first run. The engine has been completed nearly 20 years ago and
Howard finally got around to steaming it up. A new copper boiler comes up to pressure rapidly with a coal fire. The tractor was
a real crowd pleaser as evidence by the large group of young admirers that followed along in our parking lot. photo by Joe Ng
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